I. Administration
   A. Endgame
   B. Questions?

II. Simple Model of Deliberation
   A. Deliberation leads to judgment
   B. Think here about the context of decision
      1. Can be phased: Framing → Launching → Integrating → Generating → Deciding
      2. The latter couple of phases are best seen as core phases for deliberation
   C. Deliberation involves bringing values to bear on the world as we find it
   D. Can happen individually or jointly

III. Shared Deliberation
   A. Shared agency involves shared deliberation – our joint actions (especially if complex) do not simply emerge from our heads fully formed
   B. Shared deliberation exhibits an “interplay between three forms of shared intention” (134):
      1. It occurs in the context of shared intentional activity
      2. It is itself a shared action
      3. It involves shared commitments to weights
IV. Shared Commitments to Weights  
   A. When we deliberate together, we will often do so against a background of commitments to weighing certain central  
     1. These are *shared commitments to weights*  
     2. These are best understood as intentions, rather than judgments or evaluations or beliefs  
     3. Not even value judgments works here, as these are neither necessary nor sufficient for shared commitments to weights  
   B. These are best understood as *policy intentions*  
   C. Can be understood to constitute *common ground*, in that it answers the need for social unity (141) – in this way it provides what could pass as the “standpoint of the group” (142)